
Introduction
• Postural Tachycardia Syndrome (POTS) is a 

condition caused by an underlying autonomic 
dysfunction.

• In a significant subset of POTS patients, no 
etiology can be identified, yet studies have 
linked joint hypermobility syndrome with POTS, 
providing a potential link between Ehlers-Danlos
Syndrome (EDS) and POTS. 

• EDS is a heterogeneous group of inherited 
abnormalities of connective tissue characterized 
by skin hyper-extensibility, joint hypermobility, 
and connective tissue fragility. 

• This study focuses on establishing a relationship 
between EDS and POTS.

Materials and methods

• Medical records of 109 patients suffering from 
autonomic dysfunction exhibiting at least one 
POTS symptom were sorted based on those 
that had a POTS diagnosis and/or an EDS 
diagnosis.

• We established three subsets and compared the 
prevalence of EDS within each:

1. Patients diagnosed with POTS
2. Patients who did not have POTS but who 

do have autonomic dysfunction
3. The general population.  

• EDS diagnoses of POTS patients were then 
confirmed by a geneticist followed by genetic 
screening.

Results Conclusions

• The prevalence of EDS amongst patients with 
POTS is 18%, a statistically significant result 
when compared to the suggested prevalence of 
1 in 5000 in the general population [Steinmen et 
al]. 

• The prevalence of EDS amongst patients 
without POTS but with autonomic dysfunction is 
4%, also a statistically significant result when 
compared to the suggested prevalence of EDS 
in the general population.

• Great vessels contain nerve bundles that reside 
in the tunica adventitia. A disruption of this layer 
via compromised connective tissue may disrupt 
the innervation, potentially causing the 
autonomic dysfunction witnessed in our 
patients. 

• We suspect EDS may be a predictor of POTS 
and that there may be an additional underlying 
mechanism of POTS caused by the change in 
connective tissue from EDS. 

• Future genetic research of these variants in a 
POTS and EDS positive population may yield 
interesting results and may shed more light on 
the underlying POTS mechanism.
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Patient Genetic Consult Diagnosis Genetic Testing
5 Positive, type unknown* None
8 Positive, type unknown* None
24 Positive for Classic subtype Negative
26 Positive for Classic subtype VUS: c.2331+16 G>A. on COL5A1. 
30 Positive for Classic subtype or Vascular; may have Hypermobility  None
32 Positive for Classic subtype Negetive
39 Positive for Classic subtype VUS: c.787‐15 G>A on COL5A1

Table 2: List of genetic consult and testing results.VUS = Variant of uncertain significance G = Guanine, A = Adenine. *consult 
performed at an external institution, confirmed with patient, but type details not provided.

General Population Comparison Group N N Pts with EDS Prevalence 95% CI Lo 95% CI Hi P Value*
With POTS 36 7 18% 8% 34% <0.0001
Without POTS 70 3 4% 1% 12% <0.0001

Group Comparison Test OR 95% CI Lo 95% CI Hi P Value
Odds Ratio 4.9 1.2 20.1 0.0329

Table 1: Prevalence of EDS amongst patients with and without POTS. * generated by comparing to the estimated prevalence of EDS in 
the general population (0.02%)

Above: 
•The medical review revealed 39 (36 F: 3 M) patients with POTS (mean ± SD 
age, 32.5 ± 11.8 years) with 7 cases of EDS yielding a prevalence of 18% (95% 
exact CI:  8%, 34%), a highly statistically significant difference to the suggested 
prevalence of EDS in the general population at 1 in 5000, or 0.02% (p<0.0001) 
[Steinmen et al].

•70 patients (53 F: 17 M) without POTS (mean ± SD age, 51.1 ± 14.7 years) 
contained 3 cases of EDS, yielding a prevalence of 4% (95% exact CI: 1%, 12%), 
also a statistically significant difference to the general population (p<0.0001).

•The prevalence of EDS is significantly higher in the POTS group compared to the 
non-POTS group (p=0.0329) with an odds ratio comparing the odds of EDS for 
POTS versus non-POTS patients of 4.9 (95%CI: 1.2, 20.1). 

Below:
•Patients diagnosed clinically with EDS were examined by a geneticist to confirm 
the diagnosis and determine the genetic etiology of EDS. 

Further information
Contact Daniel Wallman at dwallman@bu.edu or 
Dr. Anna Depold Hohler at Anna.Hohler@bmc.edu 
for further information.
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